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E3 #4. To what extent did the provinces develop their own varieties of Latin, and why (or
why not)? Discuss with reference to at least three provinces.
Things you might like to think about: why might different provinces develop variation?
What kind of evidence do we have? How can we distinguish between regional variation and
other types of variation? In what parts of the language is regional variation found? To what
extent did variation in the provinces last?
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Because of the large number of students taking this paper, please do not remove books
from the Classics Library or UL – read the books in the library, make photocopies or check
your college library. Many of the articles and books are available online through
Camtools/Newton (check with the librarian if unsure) and on Jstor or Google Books.
Please email your essay to me by 5pm on the day before the supervision. Please get in touch if you
have any questions.

